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Figure 1: Tables showing the 2013 performance of world stock indexes and US Bonds ETFs
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The 2013 has been one of the most bullish year ever recorded in western societes. Above you can
see the astonishingly results just compared with the dogs which notably have been emerging
markets.
Next to it, you see a table showing the highest returns for US bonds ETFs. Here the highest
returns have been High Yield ETFs. The red box separates the highest returns with the rest and
you can see that the difference is quite substantial. The threshold is almost a 2% differential
between the two groups, while the biggest deviation is as much as 11% sharp.
However the Bond ETFs space is crowded with very small funds, which are therefore illiquid. If we
take a cut-off at 500 million USD AUM, there are truly only five ETFs available in the red box and
eight in the second tier box. So the overall space has only thirteen truly investable indexes.
I know I am speaking to a very well informed crowd, so I won’t waste time talking about how
markets ended up where they are today, we all know that.
Of course it is much more interesting and challenging to elaborate on what can, could or should
happen in 2014 and how to invest accordingly.
What is important to remember is that in Western Countries there is a strong interference in
markets by Central Banks and portfolios should have been now long adjusted to it.
However the Fed has already taken the decision to start reducing the monthly purchase from an 85
bill. USD to a 75 bill. USD level. Is it going ot have an effect on markets? I would say minimal at
this point.
Here is what I currently see in each investible asset:

BONDS:
Central Banks are keeping or trying to keep interest rates at lowest historical level but there is a
limit to what they can actually achieve, and that is shown in the chart below which compares the
US 2yr govt. and the US 10 yr. govt. yield curve. The actual contribution to the recent spike from
the 10 yr. is 100%.

Figure 2: Chart showing the US 10 and 2yrs. yield spread
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While the longer end of the curve from 10-30 years ratcheted up last year in response to the
Federal Reserve’s initial musing about easing up on its bond buying, the short end basically didn’t
move much.
There are hints that suggest we are approaching a new bear market in bonds, therefore in the next
5 -10 years bonds could be one of the worst investment to have, if at least is not approached in the
correct way.
It could be possible to also see the US 2yr. govt bond start moving higher if the Fed will continue
its tapering process.
The best strategy to tackle the current situation (and the possible coming bear market) is to be
exposed to bonds with the shortest duration possible. Just for those who are not familiar with
the term duration, please note that such term has nothing to do with expiration per se of the bonds.
Duration shows by how much a yield of a singular bond or of a bond portoflio (using a
weighted average of all bonds) will move subsequently to a 100 basis point move of the
interest rate.
Just to give you an idea, the PIMCO Total Return Fund has a duration of 5.37 yrs. ( source:
https://investments.pimco.com/products/pages/346.aspx). Please note that the TRF is the biggest
fund with Assets in excess of 200 bill. USD and therefore they are forced to be diversified, which
jeopardize efficiency: in our less crowded world, a better duration is very possible still without
jeopardizing efficiency or diversification.
In a bond bear market which translates into an environment of raising interest rates it is therefore
important to have the shortest duration possible: it means that bonds and bond portfolios will be
impacted the least by each 100 basis points increase.
There are few variables (risks) to keep in mind when investing in bonds and among those there
are: 1. Interest rate, 2. Currency, 3. Issuer.
We have already discussed the 1., let me say few words on the remaing two and which
implications those two have in a bond allocation.
Interest rates moves are also dictacted by how strong the internal economy is. In periods of
recession the preferred investment is the bond one as companies are less profitable and therefore
stocks tend to go lower. To some extent that is where we have been in the last five years, belive it
or not. But at the end of a recession, the allocation should shift from overweighting bonds to
overweighting equities because companies balance sheets are improving and they are becoming
more and more profitable.
Shifting the allocation is also another way to have raising interest rates because it comes due to a
massive sell off of bonds (which drives the prices of bonds down, and consequently yields up).
If the above is correct and comes together with the general idea of approaching a raising
interest rate environment, then the subsequent thought should be that the stronger the
economy, the stronger the currency will become.
Therefore the ideal currency target today is the US Dollar. Not only the above is correct but also
the US Dollar is also at a recent high versus the EUR and justify therefore an overweight. In
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addition to this, if we will enter in a new crisis as some say, still, today, the one and only world
reserve currency is the US Dollar as there are simply no others.
Look at some facts here (reference year is 2012):
World GDP is 85 trillion dollars (in PPP, source Wikipedia);
US GDP is 18,6 trillion dollars;
China GDP is 3,7 trillion dollars;
Brazil Russia and India combined are at 3,2 trillion dollars;
Europe GDP is 13 trillion dollars.
If a crisis will surface again, do we really expect the remimbi or the yen to become the new reserve
currency? That is simply impossible because there are not enough banknotes out there as US
Dollars. I am afraid that those who believe that the US dollar has lost its power will be
disappointed.
To sum up the bond allocation should be overweighted in US dollars versus the EUR to profit from
an appreciation of the main currency.
Concerning a possible allocation on Emerging Market Debt, I personally see it as a marginal
allocation, in spite also of last summer reaction that those markets had when a first
discussion on the US Tapering was released to the public.
For what concerns the issuer the majority of the allocation for the US side should be equally split
between Government and Mortgage, with a smaller allocation on Credit.
Why such big allocation in Mortgage? I believe we haven’t seen the overall effect of the
Quantitatvie Easing, yet. One of the big surprise we will probably be witnessing in the coming
weeks and months will be a surprise in the US housing market. It has almost recouped all the
losses from the 2009 crisis and what will happen now, is to see news of a total recoup of those
losses.
In addition the Fed won’t start tapering hard just about the same time, but will most likely
wait few quarters in order to be assured that the effects are long term and not driven by
some outside factors. Therefore expect markets to be in an overdrive / overshooting mode.
That explains my strong commitment to the Mortgage sector.
In Europe the allocation should favour Government Bonds of peripheral Europe, with a preference
for Italy as among those countries it is still the strongest thanks to its widespread production
system which is second only to Germany. Very few also know that Italy has also the third
biggest gold reserves in the world (Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gold_reserve); ok, without
taking into consideration the IMF, which is not a country anyway.
The remaining should be invested in German Government Bonds which do not seem to be going
anywhere for the time being, in terms of yields.
Allocation to corporates bonds in general are welcome, but I would look for allocation to mega
caps, which are very similar in their behavior to government bonds.
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EQUITIES:
This side of the investment universe should not see a change in the allocation from 2013, similar to
the bonds one.
There are no signs of inversion so positions opened should remain intact. My asset allocation is in
fact the same since July 2013 which sees an overweight for Consumer Discrectionary and
Financials for both US and Europe (source: http://www.francescomaggioni.com/asset.php).
However it is important to keep an eye to the sectors that did poorly last year, namely most
defensive ones such as Telecom and Consumer Staples.
If those sectors would start trending higher, it would make sense to change the allocation selling
the overweighted ones into the strength and buy the laggards.
That basically without major change in the environment is simply called: Sector Rotation.
Since those are defensive sectors it will be important to truly understand the reasons
behind the coming (possible) sector rotation. It is simply to take advantage of new
opportunities or market participants are protecting themselves from a new crisis?

THE UNKNOWN UNKNOWNS
The above analysis is a way to see at an asset allocation mainly divided into the two financial
currencies, namely the USD and EUR. That also could be not the best allocation, but I believe it
gives enough information for many people to see it either as a benchmark for their allocation or an
idea generetor to where put any cash left for the time being.
However nobody knows the future, and we live in an era of chaos, despite what central bankers
want us to belive.
Volatility is at historical low levels, US markets are the historical high levels, so do the high yield
bonds sector (performance wise) which is the lowest grade and riskiest one.
Those levels will not continue forever, so investors should be anyway worried and plan for possible
multiple worst case scenarios. Western economies have not solved any of their problems that
surfaced in 2009 so things are not as great as we may see them.
Personally I would like to add to the above analysis that the first requirement of any
investment: liquidity. Do not take position of any illiquid investment, or at least make it no bigger
than 5% of your allocation. You should be able to exit any position in one day at the maxiumum, or
have an hedging strategy in place otherwise. As Buffet said, it is only when the tide leaves that we
discover who is swimming naked.
Allocate part of your portfolio for hedging purposes, either through outright options or via Inverse
ETFs.
And as Mohammed El-Erian said two of the most important characteristics an investor must
have today are: agility and absortion.
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Useful Links:
European Central Bank:
www.ecb.int
Bank for International Settlements:
www.bis.org
International Monetary Fund:
www.imf.org
Federal Reserve:
www.federalreserve.gov
US CFTC
www.cftc.gov

Disclaimer
Nothing in this report constitutes a representation that any investment strategy or recommendation contained herein is suitable or appropriate to a recipient’s individual circumstances or otherwise
constitutes a personal recommendation. It is published solely for information purposes, it does not constitute an advertisement and is not to be construed as a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any
securities or related financial instruments in any jurisdiction. No representation or warranty, either express or implied, is provided in relation to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of the
information contained herein, nor is it intended to be a complete statement or summary of the securities, markets or developments referred to in the report. The writer does not undertake that investors
will obtain profits, nor will it share with investors any investment profits nor accept any liability for any investment losses. Investments involve risks and investors should exercise prudence in making
their investment decisions. The report should not be regarded by recipients as a substitute for the exercise of their own judgment. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. The
value of any investment or income may go down as well as up and you may not get back the full amount invested. Any opinions expressed in this report are subject to change without notice.
The securities described herein may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain categories of investors. Options, derivative products and futures are not suitable for all investors, and trading
in these instruments is considered risky. Foreign currency rates of exchange may adversely affect the value, price or income of any security or related instrument mentioned in this report. For
investment advice, trade execution or other enquiries, investors should contact their local sales representative. Any prices stated in this report are for information purposes only and do not represent
valuations for individual securities or other instruments.
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